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Institutions Volunteer Database for Specialist Technical Skills 

 

This template was designed by Dr. Roya Haghighat-Khah, Imperial College London, to be used and 

amended by any host institution wishing to collate a database of specific skill sets of experienced lab 

and non-lab volunteers to assist with Covid-19 response. 

This database can either then be used: 

• internally to support requests for help.  

• externally to assist with targeted email campaigns to host institution signed up volunteers 

from other healthcare trusts or institutions requiring additional help.  

 

Any responders to these calls will be asked to go to the host internal/external portal to self-

nominate their skills rather than trying a matching process, which proved time consuming when 

trialled at Imperial College. 

To get started 

Nominate a person in the institution to be the owner of the site. If you have institutional access to 

Microsoft Forms you can host the survey from an internal account. The database is organised by 

each institution not nationally. The data collated automatically populates Microsoft Forms, collates 

internal email addresses to make subsequent mail shots easy. The template of questions is also 

provided in word and pdf format to adapt as you wish to other systems (please contact covid-19-

resources@ntdc.ac.uk to request other formats), if Forms is not in use at your institution. 

Here is the link to the template used by Imperial College London: 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ShareFormPage.aspx?id=B3WJK4zudUWDC0-CZ8PTB-
mDWWpE1E9Jp8B-
hvgROE9UN0wxOFI1SVI1WjJCMzBUUFlNTURYQ1pHRS4u&sharetoken=wNnbsqR64PTbIcFU2Rgw 
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1) Follow this link (same link as above) and login with your host institution credentials 
 
Click on the ‘Duplicate it’ button on the form. 
 
You should now have access to the template of the survey and be able to save the survey into your 
account. You are now the host.  
 
You can add ‘collaborators’ by going to the ‘share’ tab (right hand list), scroll to the bottom and 
select ‘share to collaborate’. Anyone with this link can edit directly and view/export the data. 
 

2) In the middle are two main tabs ‘Questions’ and ‘Responses’. 
  

To amend the survey:  
 
Select the ‘Questions’ tab: if you click on any of the text you can edit and it saves changes directly in 
the document. This can be done live if you need to amend the survey after it has gone live.  
 
You need to update the name of the survey, and particularly insert institutional/organisational name 
to questions, such as the confirmation declaration at the end. 

  
To export data:  
 
Select the “responses tab”: when responses come in you will see it on this page and you can open 
the complete dataset at any time by selecting ‘Open in Excel’ 
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